
Puppet Enterprise Benefits :
             

Reduce cycle times to get more software deployed faster. Because you know the exact configuration
of your machines, you can make fast, iterative changes. Puppet Enterprise abstracts desired confn
from the underlying infrastructure remaking it possible to shift on a dime.

 ?Speed:

Instead of manually running the same script a thousand times over, you can define a configuration
once, and apply it to thousands of machines. Puppet Enterprise monitors every device's desire d-
state configuration and automatically remediat configuration drift so you have consistent, predictable
infrastructure.

?Productivity:

You get detailed insight into the exact hardware and software configuration of your machines and 
devices. Instead of sifting through log files, you get graphical view of your infrastructure changes,
including the ability to quickly see what  changes and how those changes came about.

?Insight:

Puppet Labs provides enterprise
Puppet support, training, and
professional services for those
want to maximize the efficiency 
and scalability of their Puppet
Enterprise implementation.

Puppet Labs offers

?Certification
?Support
?Professional Services
?Public & Private Training
?Events

Services

For more information contact:-

G.T.House, #48, 1st”B” Cross, 7th Block, Bhavani Layout, BSK 3rd stage, Bangalore-560085,Tel:+91-80-26695890-94(05 lines)
Fax:08026695887, Email:  ,  URL :  tools@gte-india.com www.gte-india.com

G.T. Enterprises is  happy  to announce that we have tied up with Puppet Labs to promote their range 
of products . Puppet is a configuration management system that allows you to define the state of your 
infrastructure, then automatically enforces the correct state. Whether you're managing just a few 
servers or thousands of physical and virtual machines,Puppet automates tasks that sysadmins often  
do manually, freeing up time and mental space so sysadmins can work on the projects that deliver 
greater business value.

?Fact collection
?Catalog compilation
?Enforcement
?Report
?Report sharing
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Please Visit:-https://gte-india.com/puppet-labs
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